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Merci à Mme Katlynn et sa classe
de 5/6 ainsi qu’à Mme Brigitte de
SAI pour les photos d’ours!

Dear valued members of the Association,
It has been, without a doubt, a school year like no
other.
As this year continues, it is important to find our
way back to “normal”. With Spring Break around
President’s
the corner, my hope is that Members use their time
Message
during the break as they “normally” would. For me,
this will include visits with friends and family,
tending to tasks that have been pushed to the side
(the “honey-do” list, if you will), and rest. For each of you it will mean
different activities, perhaps even some travel. And for all of us, when the
week is over, it will mean that we have only three months left in this
school year, a school year like no other.
I’m continuously in awe of the amazing work done by our members. In
the face of substantial changes in our schools in January, which included a
return to remote learning, followed by several weeks under Code Orange,
everyone stepped up to make it work. And then when the province
moved schools back to Cautionary yellow, and then Limited Green, every
single member did whatever they could to
(continued on page 2)
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support students and their families. And all the while, as classrooms were disassembled and
reassembled, as plans were made and changed (and changed, and changed…), members kept their
cool and made it work in a school year like no other.
In the future, we will all look back on this year with a variety of emotions. We will simultaneously have
fond memories and painful recollections. We will have developed emotional scars and mental
confidence having been part of a historical period full of change. My one true hope is that each of us
can find the positives from this year and continue to move ourselves forward into next year, which
should be a year of recovery and renewal, and hopefully, not another school year like no other.

In solidarity, for each of you and for each other.
Jonathan Waite, President

The PERK Tour!
By Jonathan Waite, SRTA President
Our big event of the year so far is probably the PERK Tour of schools, which was a huge success! I was
fortunate to visit some of the schools when PERK was in the building, and it was great to see so many
smiling faces as people enjoyed their coffee, tea, or hot chocolate. I have thanked Chris Ewen, owner of
PERK, for coordinating this initiative with us. If you didn’t see it, we even made it into The Carillon on March
3!
I do still plan on visiting schools in April, May, and June, now that public health orders have changed. I feel
it’s important to talk to as many members as possible each year and being in person at schools during the
lunch period allows me to do that in an efficient way. Plus, it gives me another opportunity to provide a
small set of treats for staff. A win-win!

Image credit: Jenna Desilets SAE
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The Search for the Next Superintendent
By Jonathan Waite, SRTA President
On February 28, 2022, the Board of Trustees names Roar Leadership Consultants as the firm responsible for finding
the next Superintendent of the Seine River School Division. Led by former SRSD Superintendent Roy Seidler, Roar sent
the SRTA a questionnaire on what we would like to see in the next educational leader and CEO. Here are the SRTA
Executive’s answers to the thoughtful survey questions:
1.

In the “Encyclopedia of Great School Divisions,” what does it say about Seine River School Division?
Student inclusion is a strong focus in SRSD, and we have done a great job of supporting all students in our
classrooms and schools. We are very community oriented, and we get to know community members quite well,
often inviting them into our education environments. We tend to be more proactive about our learning, rather
than reactive. We have a culture of improvement, and we are always evolving as learners and educators. We talk a
lot with each other about successes and challenges. Our division fosters life-long learners and provides
appropriate professional learning to help all staff reach their full potential. Decisions are driven by data, and
decision-making responsibilities are shared amongst all staff.

2.

What is unique about Seine River School Division compared to other school divisions in Manitoba?
Our Division is quite unique in that we cover a large geographical area that includes a mix of rural and urban
communities that encompass/represent many cultures, philosophies, languages, and socio-economic
backgrounds. We have a Board of Trustees that makes decisions based on best practices, with Trustees that are
willing to provide funds and resources to initiatives unique to our students. The SRTA has an open and honest
relationship with the Board of Trustees, the co-superintendents, and divisional staff such as the SecretaryTreasurer and the Human Resources Consultant. Our emphasis on high quality French language education has
been a long-standing focus.

3.

What will be the top three leadership challenges the next CEO will have to address?
Working on strategies to establish Seine River as a division that reflects the diversity of its students in its staff, and
ensure resources are in place to address equity issues that arise; address the well-being needs of staff and
students, especially coming out of the COVID pandemic; re-establish the long-term vision of SRSD in an open and
collaborative way with all stakeholders.

4.

"Elevator Pitch" You are riding with a recruitment consultant from the top floor of a skyscraper to the
main floor. You have 30 seconds to share what you believe are the most important qualities that the next
CEO will possess. What do you share?
The next CEO needs to be honest and transparent. They need to listen to staff and learn about the historical
culture of SRSD. They need to work together with all employee groups. They need to be forward thinking when it
comes to some of our "missing pieces", such as student programming outside academics (trades, enrichment).
They need to commit to take actions regarding the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
They need to be prepared to work with an entirely new group of leaders (Secretary-Treasurer, Assistant
Superintendent(s), HR Consultant, etc.). They need to provide thought and vision on how we, as a Division, reorient learning in a recovery environment that still allows students and staff to thrive.

5.

Is there anything else that you would like to share that may be helpful in identifying and recruiting the
next CEO of Seine River School Division?
Our staff is a fountain of knowledge, hard-working and devoted to our students. We have great ideas and love to
be heard and feel that our ideas are valued. We are a strong community and relationships are valued above all
else. We know what open communication looks and feels like and we want to continue to have open lines of
communication. Whether it is French language, Indigenous Education, extracurricular activities, or any other
initiative driven by the Division, we need more resources to make learning as effective as possible.
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Empowering Students to Make Change!
Want to do more for the people in your community? Could you and your students create something
unique that would a make a real difference for those affected by poverty, racism or one of countless
other social justice issues?
Yes, you can make that difference with a $1,000 Manitoba Teachers’ Society Community Service Grant
(CSG). It’s our way to help you empower students to make change.
Each grant is approved funded by the Society and can be focused on racism, poverty, the environment,
2SLGBTQIA issues or a social justice issue of your choice. It can dovetail perfectly with your youth in
philanthropy, community and social activism student groups.
You can keep us – and your colleagues across the province – updated by social media posts along the
way. And when you complete your project within 90 days, we’ll have a virtual sharing event with all the
project groups across Manitoba.
Every CSG:
o
o
o
o
o

is focussed on anti-racism, anti-poverty or a social justice issue of your choice,
has a quick turnaround (a maximum of 90 days),
incorporates a service component,
directly benefits your community, and
is not affiliated with any political party.

Application form available here
NOTE: All funds for MTS CSGs will flow directly to supervising teachers.
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04.761 Assessment in Inclusive Education
By Shelley Scribe, DTS
Have you ever received a clinician report, read it, and asked yourself what you do next? What does this report mean to
the student and you as a teacher? How can I use this report to help my student, and what strategies do I need to
incorporate to help others? The course 04.761 Assessment in Inclusive Education taught by Deborah R Burnside at
Brandon University helped me answer these questions.
The course is designed to familiarize teachers with assessment practices and procedures for children with
exceptionalities. This course helped me understand the purpose of assessments, the processes (standardized and nonstandardized), and their benefits. I can apply and utilize the most efficient assessment to help gather data that support
referrals to the school team. This information helps me support my students and my teaching practices.
At the end of the course, we had to apply all of the information to a case study assignment. This allowed me to go
through the referral process and apply assessments and strategies to support the struggling student (academic or
behavioral). This assignment allowed me to evaluate in-class and specialized evaluations that would be used to help
answer multiple questions about my students' learning or behavioral needs.
The course allowed me to reflect on the assessments I used within my class and helped me acquire new ways to gather
data. This data gathering helps support referrals, leading to specialized assessments that help support students
(academically and behaviorally). By finishing this course, I have become more confident in my ability to understand
specialized assessments, which will allow me to become a contributing member of my student's team (within the school
system). This course helps me advocate for my students and enables me to help design a learning path for them all.

Overview of Educational Issues
By Susanne Lee, CLC
The course Overview of Educational Issues is a mandatory course for anyone pursuing their Master of
Education at Brandon University. The focus of this course is two-fold: engaging students in discussion of the
important issues facing the educational system and supporting APA style writing. Both objectives were met
in an interactive manner, which allowed students in the various master’s streams to get a glimpse into some
of the issues in education, whether it be in administration, pedagogy, counselling, or special education. I
chose to focus on student attrition. The complexity behind this issue was not surprising, however, doing
research in this area allowed me look at this issue from a new perspective – that of a guidance counsellor. I
plan to explore this issue further in my own practice, and hope that this new knowledge will help me to
better support students.
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Promoting Mental Health in Schools
EDUA Inclusive Education Masters Program
By Breanne Pomeroy, DTS
Facilitator: Rick Freeze
From September to December, I learned more about the promotion of mental well-being in schools. The promotion of
mental health is extremely important. Well-being is a multidimensional construct consisting of emotional, psychological,
and social aspects of functioning. Student well-being can have a considerable impact on students’ academic performance
as well as their learning engagement. For example, students who have experienced trauma fostering a calm, predictable
and flexible classroom environment is so important. Trauma can impact the capacity of students to regulate their
emotions. Mental well-being is even more important now than ever before. Covid-19 has caused a significant decline in
children’s mental health. I researched more about how it also is an important topic for assisting in the philosophy of
inclusion and including all children. There is an important inclusion piece that positive mental health is beneficial to all
students. Mental health and mental well-being is integral to the philosophy of inclusion in Manitoba.
This has a huge application to my professional development. I want to be a part of the divisional mental health committee.
I will have more knowledge and research backed information to bring to the table. Being a school counsellor, I have gained
more knowledge about the importance of promoting mental health in schools. I have also gained some new programs and
resources that I will be able to access and put into practice. I will be able to better support all students.
For future reference, the promotion of mental health and mental well-being will continue to be an important topic for
years to come. It is very important to continue to learn more about this important topic and how to best support all
students including those with exceptionalities.

Problématiques actuelles en langues et littératie
EDUB 5351 - Université de Saint-Boniface
remis par Marina Deroche, CSNC
Le cours porte sur les problèmes de littératie qu’on observe dans nos salles de classe et a été offert virtuellement. Rosanne
Toupin Ramal était la professeure qui a enseigné ce cours de trois crédits. Ce cours est un préalable pour ceux qui désirent
accomplir un post-baccalauréat dans le domaine général ou dans le domaine de langue, littératie et curriculum.
Au début du cours, nous avons revu ce que c’est la littératie et ensuite nous avons entamé plusieurs différents sujets
comme les suivants : les troubles d’apprentissages, la littératie structurée et typique, l’apprentissage visible,
l’enseignement de la lecture et l’écriture, planifier la différenciation, Reading apprenticeship, l’oral et la rétroaction. Ce
cours a fourni beaucoup de stratégies que je pouvais directement appliquer dans ma salle de classe. Tout au long du cours,
nous étions demandé de compléter un projet d’intervention. Mon projet se concentrait sur le niveau de lecture des élèves
de la 9e année. J’ai évalué leur niveau de lecture au début de l’année scolaire, ensuite comme classe nous avons revu et
appris des nouvelles stratégies de lecture pour créer une banque de stratégies. Nous avons lu différents types de textes, et
pendant mon intervention, je visais surtout les élèves qui lisaient à un bas niveau pour observer leur amélioration. Ce
projet m’a permis comme enseignante d’être très intentionnelle avec mon choix de lecture et les tâches associées aux
lectures. J’ai eu l’opportunité de réfléchir sur différents aspects de mon enseignement, ainsi que d’essayer de nouvelles
méthodes. Même si l’intervention était seulement quelques semaines, j’ai observé une amélioration avec tous mes élèves.
La lecture et l’écriture en français sont un défi pour les élèves en immersion, et il y a toujours une vaste variété de niveaux.
Ce cours est très bénéfique pour explorer de nouvelles stratégies et méthodes avec des élèves qui ont des troubles
d’apprentissage en littératie afin mieux appuyer nos élèves. Je vais continuer à utiliser ce que j’ai appris dans ce cours pour
améliorer mon enseignement et appuyer mes élèves.
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EDUA 7210 Educational
Sociology

EDUA 5680 Promoting
Responsible Behaviour in
Educational Settings

by Kaitlan Fisher, DTS
This fall I took EDUA 7210 - Educational Sociology at the
University of Manitoba. Educational Sociology is a required
course within the course route of the masters program for
Educational Administration. When I applied for my
masters program, I was really looking forward to meeting
in person however with Covid all of my courses have been
online. For those looking into taking their masters and
considering the online route, there are many pros and
cons. I have really enjoyed using the transportation time
to do my readings or work on assignments. I would think
that the online platform would also help those with social
anxiety to have their voice better represented through the
chat and the fact that you generally raise your hand to
speak. However, I miss the ability to check in with those
around you to strengthen your understanding or to see if
they too don’t understand some concept that is being
presented. I miss the ability to talk to my professor one on
one in a casual way during water breaks. For these
reasons, I am looking forward to a time when we can once
again, learn in person.
My professor was Ee-Seul Yoon. She was very friendly and
knowledgeable about the many theories within sociology.
She has written many papers on school of choice and
neoliberalism, especially in a Canadian context. She was
quick to respond to emails and flexible with due dates.
However, I wish she had assigned a textbook instead of
articles. It meant that I had to do a lot of research
independently to clarify the specific details about many of
the theories we discussed.
Overall, I would not recommend this course to others
unless you are very interested in sociology and theory. I
say this because another required course, EDUA 7050 is a
core requirement that you have to take and is very similar.
EDUA 7210 is one of three core subjects that you get to
pick one of. So, although you must take one of the three,
you do not have to take EDUA 7210. The theories we
discussed were interesting but are being repeated in EDUA
7050.

by Barbara Moir, PLS
In the Fall of 2021 I had the pleasure of taking the course EDUA
5680, Promoting Responsible Behaviour in Educational Settings,
from the University of Manitoba. In this course, it was required to
observe the behaviours of one student within your school who may
be struggling with expected behaviours, then use the information
learned in the course to observe, document and understand the
students behaviours in order to help build more positive ones that
will improve their overall educational experience.
This course used the textbook “Building Classroom Management:
Methods and Models (12th ed.) by C.M. Charles and K.M. Cole
(2019)”. This textbook describes both past and present research
based behavior theories. There were many strategies throughout
the book that resonated well with me, and there were some that
were clearly outdated, but interesting to learn about. Through
reading the text and implementing some practices that I felt would
best suit the needs of the child that I was focusing on, a few
behavior beliefs were solidified for me. Primarily, student
behaviours are heavily influenced by the behaviours of people
around them. If the staff working with students are calm,
understanding, regulated and approachable, there is so much more
potential to be able to teach a student the positive behaviours
needed to be successful in life. Secondly, teaching positive
behaviours needs to be something that is done proactively.
Thinking about how you set up your school and classroom so that
students understand, practice and have an opportunity to feel
successful right from the start can have a very positive impact on
how students behave in an educational setting. What are the
practices/systems/programs in your schools that help teach, model
and practice positive life long behaviours? How invested is
everyone in ensuring these are taught and focused on regularly?
Lastly, there is no one prescribed “best way” to increase positive
behaviours in schools. Each child, staff member, situation is
different and needs to be approached differently. This course gave
a really good thorough understanding of different behavior
strategies that can be implemented, but as professionals, we need
to observe, document and put the best strategies that we feel will
positively impact the unique students that we work with.
Overall, this course helped me reflect on my beliefs and practices
and definitely equipped me with more strategies in my toolbox to
help students and staff increase positive behaviours within my
school. This would be an excellent course for both classroom and
specialist teachers who are interested in child behavior to take.
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Learning to Lead
by Holly Sorenson, ESNI
How does one learn to lead? When I began my teaching career many years ago, I felt very strongly that regardless of
the learning I received in my university courses, it was the actual experience of ‘being the teacher’ that provided me a
true sense of what teaching entails. I believed that I learned to teach by teaching. I still believe that is largely the case,
that we learn to do things simply by doing them. We become good, or even great, by being reflective, refining our
practice, and by being lifelong learners.
That said, university courses offer context to what we do, allow us to explore and think critically about the factors and
issues that influence our work, to network and learn about education in other places (other school divisions, provinces,
and countries), and expose us to diverse perspectives. There is value in formalized education, and power in the
combined experiences of coursework and immersion in context. This certainly applies to educational administration.
Having accepted a combination of roles for this school year which includes my first placement in administration (I am
the proud .25 Vice-principal at École St. Norbert Immersion!), as well as working on completing a post-baccalaureate
diploma in Education, I decided it would be helpful to sign up for some courses which would support my learning for
this new role. This fall, I completed two courses: EDUA 5010 Introduction to Educational Administration with Michelle
Jean-Paul, and EDUA 5030 Management of Educational Institutions with Ping Liu. My courses started in September of
2021 and were completed in mid-December and January (one course was delayed due to the strike).
I learned quite a lot from both courses and would recommend them to anyone interested, or already engaged in an
administrative position. Both required weekly online contributions to discussion boards on their online platform
UMLearn, as well as a combination of essays, groups projects and presentations. Being online, we were provided
opportunities to learn from our peers in breakout rooms, and to share our perspectives on our learning through online
meetings and discussion posts. Here is an overview of the topics covered in the two courses:

EDUA 5010 Introduction to Educational
Administration
-

EDUA 5030 Management of Educational
Institutions

History of educational administration
Tensions and dilemmas in education
Schools structures and policy
Politics in schools
School board policy and politics
Indigenous school systems
Supporting equity, diversity, and inclusion
Urban and rural schools
Recent topics in Manitoba education
Leading and leadership
Neo-Liberalism and education

-

Aims of education
Understanding organization
Culture and schools
Decision-making
Parent and community relations
Conflict management
Change management
Strategic management
Personnel management

My education continues every day I come to school, as it has from my first day of teaching. This profession has
provided me will many exciting opportunities and now administration is my new challenge, my new learning. I look
forward to putting my knowledge from these two courses into practice and continuing my journey as I learn to lead.
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Overview of Educational Issues
by Angela Marquart, DTS
The main purpose of this course was to engage students in discussion of the important issues facing educational systems.
The course facilitated the study of an educational issue that was relevant to the researchers’ current school. General
topics included government policies and practices, curriculum, teacher professionalism, globalization, and educational
reform. I chose to study the topic of self-regulation. The classes, readings, and assignments provided a framework to
learn basic academic writing skills and conventions. We also focused on skills for outlining, organizing, and composing
an academic paper; use of APA conventions in formatting papers and citing and referencing sources; academic honesty
and dishonesty; and conventions for appropriate correspondence in the academy.
We completed research within an educational area of our choosing, using the Brandon University Library. We practiced
narrowing our searches for journals, books, and websites, and compiled sources for further research. We practiced
creating APA 7 style bibliographies, citations, and writing. With each assignment, I feel that we were set up for success
as we handed in drafts of our work, which our professor then edited, and sent back for revisions. She often stated that
her focus was to help us learn, not mark us on what we didn’t know. If only all teachers could have the same philosophy!
I felt that Dr. Terry gave us an excellent introduction to APA style writing, including proper citations and bibliographies.
She met with us 1:1 over Zoom to answer questions, replied to our emails at any hour and was extremely supportive
throughout the whole process. I would recommend this course to anyone wishing to receive a solid introduction to APA
7 style writing. I would also highly recommend the Inclusive Education Masters Program at Brandon University due to
the organization of the program, excellent support I have received thus far, and ease and flexibility of the online course
route they have to offer.

Algorithms and Quantum Physics
by Quinn Morris, CSNC
The course I decided to take this term was about algorithms and computer coding design and analysis. It was my first
crack at coding and thought it was quite interesting to see and implement the different techniques that exist in coding
that solve large mathematical problems. The course began with some quick coding procedures that were quite
accessible but soon got into specific strengths and weaknesses of different algorithmic techniques that have been
invented to solve specific mathematical problems. To my surprise it wasn’t just about finding a list of prime numbers,
or finding a pattern in the decimal digits of pi, but rather it was ways to do things that I teach in high school mathematics
but a scaled-up version of them. Take matrix multiplication for example, it is a pretty tedious and lengthy procedure to
do by hand and really shouldn’t be done past a certain dimension but with a bit of coding technique you can take matrix
multiplication and scale it up to however many dimensions that you want. Even more interestingly you can code the
computer in a specific way that is different than how you would do it by hand and make it even more efficient. This
really gets to the heart of the course, what is the best way to code a computer to solve a problem? There are very
thorough ways that go through all the solutions and check to see if specific conditions are met or there are ways that go
through partial solutions, see that they won’t work, and try different paths to solve problems. Or there are mixes of
coding techniques that combine both of these methods! By far this was the most interesting part of the course since I,
and maybe along a lot of other people, thought that computer science and coding was a strict “one size fits all” approach
which really isn’t the case! I look forward to introducing some of these techniques to my students in hopes that some
of them will see the potential that this field will bring to their understanding of computation and problem solving!
(continued on page 9
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(Algorithms and Quantum Physics cont’d from page 8)
The other course I took this term was about the mathematics within quantum physics. Just with saying the name a lot
of people have a preconceived notion that quantum physics is “tough” and well above their level of understanding, but
I’m here to report it really isn’t that bad! Yes you do need to do quite a bit of mathematics and need to learn a new
notation type but honestly the media puts the word “quantum” in front of anything and people instantly regard it as
something only the top scientists around the world can comprehend, this is not true! Quantum physics – and the
mathematics that goes into it, is a beautiful display of how we took an old system (the classical model), recognized its
shortcomings, and came up with a radical new way to approach aspects (very small aspects) of life. The mathematics
that goes with it was built from the ground up and is actually very straightforward once the rules and notations are
learnt! This course went into the introduction of the notation and allowed the students to see what quantum
mathematics is all about and- speaking as a math teacher-it was really awesome to see how the notation and the theory
was so intuitively put together to make it as simple as possible! Near the end of the course, we actually got to see how
quantum computing is a big leap for technology and is still in its infancy, we got to see how quantum cryptography is
used in specific applications where encryption is paramount and even got to calculate how quantum teleportation works
(spoiler alert this is not the teleportation that everything thinks it is!). I feel that if every math teacher had the ability to
see a bit of this course and show their students a bit of the theory and notation the general public would get to a point
where people aren’t “scared” of taking on quantum physics. It was a terrific course and something that I want to
introduce my students to in future years!

Delivering Supports for Inclusive Education
by Ramona Wiens, LSS
The purpose of the course is to enable teachers to generate intervention strategies which are appropriate in an
educational setting. We spent a large amount of time looking at the roles of various professionals in the building and
seeing how clinicians, classroom teachers, admin and resource teachers work together to meet the needs of all students
in the classroom. This definitely created a better map of resources that are available to students with needs in a school
setting.
I had the opportunity to examine a large number of provincial documents that support inclusive education and look at
which resources my school/classroom is using or could access to better support the students in my room. It was nice to
see the large number of resources that we already have in our building, but eye opening how many are not being utilized
to their full potential. There are a few resources that I will be delving deeper into in order to meet the needs of all of
the students in my classroom.
In small groups we were able to role play a variety of conflicts that are typical in a school setting. This allowed us to role
play strategies from the course to practice how to resolve conflict in person. I was able to identify strategies that I am
comfortable using and also had to stretch out of my comfort zone in order to try new strategies. I also benefitted from
hearing about the experiences both positive and negative from my classmates who came from across Manitoba and
have a wide range of experiences and situations.
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Learning Disabilities

Learning Disabilities

by Miranda Ngo, ESAS

by Miranda Ngo, ESAS

This course was taught by a student support teacher
who works in British Columbia who was able to
include her perspective of teaching and learning
alongside students with learning disabilities. She
also asked some teachers from her school, as well
as the school’s psychologist to present to us about
their roles in helping and working with students
with a learning disability.

This is the first of two required courses for my Special Ed Post
Bacc. This course focused on learning what exceptionalities
are from students who have exceptionalities themselves. Our
professor had numerous adults share their experience as
school-aged children and as adults; both the good and the
bad. They shared stories where great things happened, such
as one finding opportunities to present their life to others to
teach about autism, and another continuously not being
allowed to partake in field trips because of her behaviour. All
guest speakers were so vulnerable sharing their stories and
allowed us to ask questions and share possible connections.

The course focused on learning about different
LD’s, strategies to support student needs based on
their LD, and different teachings styles and learning
tools that can be used to support students. We
looked at case studies, how an LD is diagnosed,
what it means for the student, and different
teaching styles that can be used.
One of the best parts of the course was talking with
the school psychologist. They were able to share
their knowledge of diagnosing an LD, when a
student may not be diagnosed but could require
learning support because of learning difficulty, and
their roll after the diagnoses. They answered
questions for teachers who may be new to what an
LD is or is not, or for teachers who have students
with an LD but aren’t sure where to go next to
support their learning.
The course required us to complete a lesson plan,
an intervention plan, and complete a resource
assessment (I did Concepts about print) on a
student to help identify a concern, create a plan to
support that child, and create the lesson plan to
also support the rest of the class.
The final assignment let us choose a resource we
could research and write how it can be used in a
classroom. I chose to dig deeper into Peter
Liljedahl’s book; I was able to partake in his PD a few
years back and it totally changed my teaching style,
and not just in math. I had time to review all of his
parameters, determine how and which ones I could
use to effectively support my teaching and end
goals in the classroom, and how it can be used to
support other teachers in my school.

Our professor asked us to create a “journal” of connections,
questions, ah-ha moments, etc. when listening to each
speaker. It gave me time to reflect on my previous experience
working with students with exceptionalities, and allowed me
to think of ways to further support students both on my
caseload and at my school.
One guest speaker was an inclusive support teacher who
shared what his job entails, how he supports students, but
also how his life and family experience helped him in his job.
He grew up with a sibling who was diagnosed with ADHD,
sharing how those experiences became learning moments for
him as he continued to support varying students through his
years of teaching.
Our final assignment was completed in a group. We made a
power point presentation to share with the class where we
created a plan to support a child with an exceptionality. We
determined what that child’s possible learning needs could be
and went from there to create a learning plan to support
them. Our plan focused on furthering peer relationships both
in the classroom and on the playground, and how a teacher
can guide that student to make great choices with peers and
friends. This felt much like an IEP but in a different format.
My connections to my role currently in this course mainly
came from the guest speakers – I found myself thinking about
my time working with students with exceptionalities and how
I can possibly help them further both in the class, with their
friends, within the community, etc. It gave me time to reflect
on things I would have changed from previous times, and how
to use that to guide better teaching and learning in the future.
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Overview of Educational Issues –
Brandon University
By Tracey Kirby-Savard, ELI
This Fall, I decided to begin my Master of Education degree in
the Guidance and Counselling area at Brandon University. This
course, Overview of Educational Issues, is one of two core
courses required to begin the program. This section of the core
course was taught online by Dr. Marion Terry on Tuesday
evenings.
The main purpose for this course was to allow new students to
engage in academic writing to develop their skills using APA
conventions in formatting papers and citing and referencing
sources. The course was designed to teach these skills by
researching important and current educational issues.
Dr. Terry organized the course into four units, breaking down each section of an academic essay and scaffolding one
unit upon the other. The first unit was to learn how to use EBSCOhost to search for relevant journals to our chosen
issues then create an annotated bibliography using the APA format. From there, using one of the educational issues
discovered in our journal research, we moved into writing a short expository essay to describe a problem in education
today. For the third unit, Dr. Terry gave us the opportunity to share our essay topic with our classmates. The presentation
was a quick five-minutes to introduce our issue and how it relates to our workplace. In the last unit, we built upon our
problem essay by proposing a resolution to the issue. As we made our way through each unit, Dr. Terry put great
emphasis on the importance of finding credible sources and citing and referencing them correctly using APA format.
Unless you are an APA-enthusiast, this may seem like a pretty dry course. I will admit, there were certainly times that it
was not overly exciting, but Dr. Terry’s comical personality was a pleasant distraction as she delivered the content over
Zoom. What I appreciated most from this course is how the due dates were structured. Dr. Terry started our course by
saying, “I am not here to penalize you for what you don’t know.” For each assignment, she allowed us to submit our
assignment as a draft, then use her very descriptive feedback to revise and edit before handing in our final draft. For
our last assignment, each student was allotted a 20-minute meeting to discuss the final paper and receive feedback on
specific areas before the final submission date. This was an excellent way to get us to apply the feedback and really learn
about the process of academic writing. I am certain this course has helped me develop my skills and knowledge which I
will use throughout my program.

The SRTA PD Fund is still accepting applications
for in-area and webinar opportunities!
Just over $2200 remains in this year’s fund.
Visit www.srteach.org/PD for application forms and guidelines.
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Pour une pédagogie progressiste
Par Simon Laplante
(un article de La-Liberte, 16 mars 2022
http://numerique.la-liberte.ca/la-liberte/20220316)
C'est un secret de Polichinelle de savoir que chaque génération croit toujours, et ce depuis le
début de l'éducation obligatoire, que la qualité de l'éducation qu'elle a reçue est supérieure à
celle que leurs enfants reçoivent. Et pour chaque génération, nombreux sont les marchands de sable qui décrient les innovations
pédagogiques comme la raison pour ce déboire éducatif. Après tout, nombreux sont ceux et celles qui avaient prédit la ruine de
l'éducation lorsque les stylos ont remplacé les plumes et les encriers!
Ce phénomène existe encore-aujourd'hui et ce qui est vraiment inquiétant est qu'il prend de plus en plus d'ampleur. Le projet de
loi 641 est un exemple parfait d'un gouvernement qui a utilisé ce sentiment et a tenté d'imposer une idéologie pédagogique basée
sur la nostalgie et la politique dans le but de transformer le système éducatif à partir de données spécifiques, très partiales et mal
comprises ou interprétées. Il n'est pas seul!
Il y a aussi des individus qui promeuvent un retour aux valeurs et pratiques pédagogiques supposément perdues. Certains d'entre
eux2 vont jusqu'à décrier la pédagogie progressiste comme le fléau du système éducatif actuel.
Ils prônent le retour à un enseignement traditionnel basé sur la mémorisation, la répétition et l'absence de la pensée critique en
faveur des données historiques ou factuelles. En fait, ils prônent une éducation stérile ou les étudiants sont soumis à l'absence de
discussions, de remise en question des faits historiques, des valeurs sociales, de la diversité, etc.
Plus que jamais, et ce grâce aux avancées technologiques extraordinaires depuis les dix dernières années, nos jeunes doivent
naviguer dans un océan d'informations et de désinformations.
Ils sont aussi confrontés à des concepts sociaux et valeurs humaines tels que : la diversité des genres, les changements
climatiques, les écoles résidentielles, etc. Il est primordial pour eux de développer les connaissances et les habiletés intellectuelles
et académiques qui leur permettront de rationaliser et donner un sens aux nombreuses idéologies qui existent dans notre société
moderne et de remettre en question la validité des interprétations médiatiques de la réalité.
Plus que jamais nos écoles doivent encourager nos jeunes à lire, à résoudre des équations, à exprimer leurs pensées, car ce sont
des habiletés qui seront nécessaires dans le futur. Nombreuses sont les classes où les étudiants participent à l'élaboration des
intentions d'apprentissage, les critères de succès.
Nous devons engager nos jeunes dans la pensée critique et l'analyse des informations. Mais nous ne devons jamais oublier
l'importance de la littératie et de la numératie. La capacité de lire et de résoudre des problèmes mathématiques est
fondamentale.
De génération en génération, le système éducatif change, adopte de nouvelles approches pédagogiques parfois avec succès
parfois avec des conséquences négatives. Mais ce phénomène de renouvellement pédagogique, d'innovation est essentiel, car les
défis et les réalités de notre société changent aussi. Il ne s'agit pas de comparer notre expérience scolaire à celle de nos jeunes
d'aujourd'hui.
Après tout nombreux sont les membres de ma génération qui ne savent ni lire ni compter. I l faut appuyer nos éducateurs,
célébrer les succès, accueillir avec optimisme les innovations pédagogiques et ne jamais oublier qu'il y a toujours place à
l'amélioration de nos pratiques.
1.
2.

http://www.mbteach.org/pdfs/news/MTS_Bill64_ToolKit_FAQ_FRE.pdf
voir Swaagstra, WFP, 31 décembre 2021 Structured classrooms help develop great writers
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Each month, a portion of a previous
edition of the Seine River Teachers’
Association
newsletter
will
be
reproduced so that the teachers of today
can get a sense of what was happening
in the past.
This month we see what
the Canadian Mental Health Association
had to say about tension and how to deal
with it back in March 1988.
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Upcoming Dates
SRTA Council Meeting
April 19, 2022 @ Southwood Golf & Country
Club, 4:30 pm

MTS Presidents’ Council
April 9, 2022 @ Victoria Inn, 9:00 pm
MTS Provincial Executive Meeting
April 7 & 8, 2022; May 25, 2022

SRTA Executive Meeting
May 24, 2022 @ TBA, 4:30 pm

MTS AGM Binder Meeting
April 26, 2022 @ Virtual, 1:00 pm

SRSD Board Meetings
April 12 & 26, 2022
May 24, 2022

MTS Annual General Meeting of Provincial
Council
May 26-28, 2022 @ Fairmont Hotel

Source: https://johnhartstudios.com/bc/2021/04/22/thursday-april-22-2021/
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